The paper explores the style of a selection of contemporary Czech scientific texts representing contemporary Czech scientific discourse, which comprises professional monological monographs written in Czech in the last decade. Through exploring a representative selection of texts, our research endeavoured to verify the occurrence or non-occurrence of linguistic concern which is deliberately used in contemporary Czech scientific discourse to interrupt (1) the emotional and stylistic neutrality and (2) the relative comprehensiveness, lucidity and clarity of the professional expression. Linguistic concern and stylistic activation in contemporary professional texts are in most cases signalled graphically, by quotation marks. The authors thus indicate to the recipient the occurrence of a stylistic marker, or generally dissimilarity of stylistic norms. Formal separation of the device from the text is an important dialogical means connecting the author and the recipient of scientific discourse. Most often it features simplifying terminology; (non)exact expression; complementarity; the vacillating or transient terminology in the field. The authors use quotation marks to signal graphically not only means that are contradictory to scientific style, such as professionalisms; expressions meaning 'so as to say'; imprecise, ambigous and vague expressions (which in humanities and social sciences occur in the foundation text); but also means of expression conveying subjectivity and expressivity; sporadically metaphors. Humanities and social sciences even feature graphically signalled authorian detachment from the content; hyperbole; or possibly irony. The stylistic activity of the quoted means of expression consists in their manifest contextual stylistic value. Manifest activity of diverse linguistic means separated by quotation marks represent the most forceful way to activate the neutral presentation of present-day Czech profesional texts. Their frequency and stylistic activity in all excerpted monographs in the defined groups of fields confirm the authorial ambition to achieve a more original diction of professional discourse. The graphical distinction from the foundation text proves the continuous respect for the stylistic norms of theoretically professional communication.
The paper focuses on the means for activating professional discourse, namely on enhancing the topicality of diverse linguistic devices by placing them in quotes. Even though inverted commas may fulfil manifold functions in the text, their significance in particular usage need not alawys be unambiguous. Therefore their use in specialized discourse is prevailingly limited to literal quotations from other texts, on exact titles and terminology. Using quotes in other functions is rather scarse, in many cases reflecting distinctive usage in a particular field of science. Inverted commas in scientific discourse can also indicate vagueness, indefiniteness, subjectiveness, expressiveness, rarely even aesthetic aspects of an expression. It is here that expressions in quotes can allow for originality and individuality in the author's professional style. Our aim is to produce acceptable evidence for (non)occurrence of expressional concern which purposefully breaks (1) relative completeness, perspicuity and expliciteness as well as (2) stylistic emotional neutrality of contemporary scientific discourse, while being set off in quotes. This paper is thus intended to survey the processes that are currently taking hold in contemporary Czech theoretical discourse, that is to say the linguistic processes of interaction, individualisation, and metaphorisation in professional communication. In formulating the starting hypotheses, our study is grounded in the evolutionary alterations of scientific and technical expression towards a higher originality and individuality of expert style (Kraus 1994) . These topical trends have repeatedly been described and justified by specialists in the field. (e.g. Èmejrková 1999; Krèmo-vá 2008; Bartùòková, Zachová 1995) .
Stylistically, the language of theoretical and scientific utterances comprises carefully formulated, relatively complete, exact and clear disquisitions delivered within public linguistic communication and marked by a prevailingly conceptual constituent. The wording of a technical communication is stylised with suppressed emotionality, while innovative means of expression are instrumental in conveying scientific knowledge and its correlation more perspicuously. Lacking aesthetic ambition and persuasive function, academic style is rather bound to complete cognitive objectives. The fact that in professional communication the choice of expressions is stylistically and emotionally neutral is correlative with the use of standard language necessitating literary vocabulary.
1 The variability and specifity of multiform human cognitive processes are naturally reflected in multiple professional discourse communicating information from various fields of human activity. This paper is focused on theoretical scientific style, adjusted to the presentation of new knowledge, precise and elaborate in form and content, and directed to an erudite recipient.
In order to achieve the intended targets, the research generated a textual corpus representing contemporary Czech scientific monological discourse. The anthology comprises team and authorial monographs which are thematically divided into five Czech Science Foundation (hereinafter GAÈR) fields: 1) technical sciences; 2) sciences of inanimate nature; 3) medical and biological sciences; 4) social sciences and humanities; 5) agricultural and biological-environmental sciences.
2
The term contemporary scientific communication/contemporary scientific discourse means restrictedly technical, monological monograph communication written in Czech roughly in the last decade. Our preferred choice were team monographs on account of presumably diminished influence of subjective stylistic factors. The differential point of view embracing 'horizontal' classification was adopted to enable us to compile a deliberately differentiated text sample which should prove or disprove long-standing assertions, accepted by lay and academic communities as one, that the observed targets of Czech-written scientific monological communications in particular fields are (can be) dissimilar and, further, that the most striking differences can be expected between 'sciences and humanities'; specifically, our study attempts to comprehend the process of linguistic differentiation between selected fields, namely, one of the factors affecting the dissimilar linguistic development of contemporary Czech scientific discourse and identified as a 'professional' determinant (Daneš 1997, p. 74) . Since the process of differentiation is perceived today as one of the most distinct features of contemporary development of Czech technical style, our endeavour then is to render the process of (linguistic) differentiation, i.e. separation of more and more specia-lised fields (Kraus 1994, p. 15) In monographs representative of the present-day Czech written scientific discourse, the greatest incidence of graphically emphasised expressions in quotes was found in Czech and international technical terminology 3 .Terms in quotes occur in all fields of science, but the practice of using inverted commas in particular groups of fields varies. 305 306 3 The word term is understood here as an "appellation of a concept in the conceptual system of a specific scientific or technical field" (Martincová 2002, p. 488) . In practice, however, it is difficult to define what is a term and what is not a term in individual fields. This study featured one-word as well as compound-word excerpts. Furthermore it discriminated between international terminology, including the terms derived from international stems, and Czech terminology. The fact that some terms have only the international version, or only the Czech version, or possibly the Czech version is obsolete, is not taken in consideration. Neither were analysed oscillations of international and Czech versions of the terms. The excerpting methodology was limited to practical, easy-to-objectivise, criteria -reference in specialised terminological dictionaries. A technical term was deemed faintly terminologised if it is not included in the specialised terminological dictionary when used Mostly consistent is the graphical quoting of international and Czech terminology in technical fields with mathematics, while least conformity is found in medical and biological fields. In technical sciences, including mathematics, placing in quotes indicates Czech terminology, whereas parentheses mark international terminology. In sciences of inanimate nature, quotes signal both international and Czech terminology; Czech terms are discriminated by both inverted commas and parentheses, or solely by parentheses. In medical and biological monographs, inverted commas are used to indicate international terminology which may be also set off by parentheses, that is jointly with parentheses or without them. In humanities and social sciences, the practice is exactly the oppposite, with quotes indicating Czech terminology. Both inverted commas and parentheses here introduce Czech equivalents of international terms, as well as quotations of common facts, phrases, things, phenomena or events. The quoted terminology actually does not enhance the originality and creativity of scientific style, rather, along with stimulating the recipient, it reinforces the authorial scientific diction. Foreign terminology can be indicated by a different type of font, mostly italics. A comparison of practices in individual fields reveals that specific graphical differentiation of international or Czech terminology has become fixed, yet only within a particular group of related fields.
Besides marking the international and Czech teminological quotations, the authors of the excerpted monographs use inverted commas to mark the words which point out simplistic, old or obsolete terminology, or possibly its oscillations (v »zakázaném pásu« neuspoøáda-ných polovodièù lze nalézt ještì jiné elektronové stavy) 4 . Quotation marks are also used to highlight in the text non-scientific wording 
mapa »pìtadvacítka«). Implicative simplifying terminology, non-scientific wording or complementariness thus establish a meaningful dialogue between the author and the recipient. Admittedly, a simplifying or popularising expression can be attributed to lack of concrete technical appellation or to its informality.
5 If this is not the case, the graphical signal of inverted commas represents a deliberately chosen means of activation and motivation to make the scientific expression more comprehensible even to a less erudite recipient. Similarly, even non-terminological appellations placed in quotes become a useful means for stimulating the textual interactivity which reflects the author's cognisant attitude towards a delegated recipient through replacing emotionally neutral terminology by activising professionalisms, or by devices to render various degrees of certainty about the subject matter. Expressions signalled by inverted 307 308 5 For example, in a geological monograph, quotation marks accentuate 'informal' stratigraphical units, i.e. one-time stratigraphical, petrographical or paleontological terms which fail to observe generally adopted rules and codes of technical terminology. Geological and paleontological terminology is currently inconsistent and its codification according to various types of rules is put into practice very slowly. Inverted commas here signal foreign (above all German) terminology, suitable for border correlation, or possibly working, or popular, terms. across several fields. Beyond our attention remained the overlapping of terminology and phraseology because it is irrelevant to the purpose of this research. 
bøeh«). The dividing line between the accentuated expression the author deems necessary to detach from the basic text through inverted commas and the expression that is not yet contradictory to the norms of theoretical scientific style constitutes a degree of the authorial subjective deliberation and cannot be exactly determined.
As an example can be given two collocations -uèebnicový pøíklad used in the basic text (doslova uèebnicovým pøíkladem tohoto jevu jsou bouøe ukázané na obr.) and uèebnicová forma which is placed in commas (v pøírodì však tyto procesy probíhají v èisté »uèebnicové« formì jenom málokdy). In the former, the metonymical link between a specific attribute and the basic noun is perceived by the author as lexicalised, unimpairing the concreteness or exactness of the existing relation of similitude, in the latter, modification of the stem substantive is deemed more accentuated, probably requiring a higher level of the recipient's cognitive activity; unsurprisingly, in the same monograph, the same author does not hesitate to separate them graphically from the basic text.
In attention to simplified terminology; non-scientific wording; complementarity; to oscillating or inconsistent specialised terminology, in general, to variance from the stylistic norms of technical communication. Further, inverted commas are used in scientific discourse to highlight vague and indefinite expressions; profesionalisms or inconsistent terminology in the field; expressions meaning "as it were"; means for expressing subjectiveness or expressiveness; rarely also delivering aesthetic function. Nothing like the "so called" phrase, which was not the subject of our research for it does not fulfil the examined activational functions, though it can be found in contemporary Czech written scientific discourse. In social sciences and humanities, inverted commas also accentuate figurative appellations; authorial indifference to the scientific content; scarcely signalling hyperbole, or possibly even irony. Accentuations of diverse linguistic devices through quotation marks represent an effective mode of neutral delivery of contemporary Czech technical texts. Their frequency and stylistic activity in all excerpted monographs in the defined fields corroborate the authorial intentions of introducing more originally stylised scientific diction, while their graphical differentiation from the basic text evidences the enduring authorial respect for the stylistic norms of theoretical scientific communication.
Our analyses of the selected segment of technical expression in the corpus of contemprary Czech written scientific communication did not corroborate noticeable linguistic differences among individual fields. Monographs representative of particular fields may have shown certain differences in selected aspects, yet no major distinctions. More obvious disproportions were documented between social sciences and humanities on the one hand, and the remaining fields on the other, i.e. in the anticipated opposition of 'humanities' and 'sciences'. The proposed processes of interaction; individualisation; and metaphorisation of scientific discourse were corroborated for a selected device only in monographs produced in social sciences and humanities, partially also in agricultural and biological environmental fields. Monographs produced in the related fields fully use the selected expressions in inverted comas to convey synonymity; terminological variability; figurative phraseology; and similarity. The primary cognitive function of scientific discourse, such as enabling better understanding of the delivered issues, is in social sciences and humanities complemented by cultivated language, allowing for higher and, above all, more original and stylistic ambition. As a result, scientific discourse here is more personal and emotional than in the other selected fields. Thus what makes social sciences and humanities different from other fileds is a higher stylistic ambition in delivering the scientific content as well as greater acceptance of the recipient.
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